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Zachary J. Braiterman

REVIEW

Ingrid L. Anderson. Ethics and Suffering since the Holocaust: Making
Ethics “First Philosophy” in Levinas, Wiesel, and Rubenstein (London
and New York: Routledge, 2016). 185 pp. Index.

Broad in scope, Ethics and Suffering since the Holocaust by Ingrid
Anderson is a unique contribution to the field of philosophical reflec-
tion on the Holocaust. Instead of fitting her analysis into neat method-
ological silos, Anderson works across philosophy, literature, and
religious thought to make her claim about the primacy of an ethics of
suffering. By ethics of suffering she means to show an ethics devoted
first and foremost to the problem of suffering, as opposed to argu-
ments relating to norms, rules, or character. Two overriding claims
are at work in this project. The first is the methodological claim that
suffering is the most important critical key with which to read philos-
ophy, literature, and religious thought, and the key to unlock major
ideas in the work of Emmanuel Levinas, Elie Wiesel, and Richard
Rubenstein relating to the Holocaust. The second claim is the hard
substantive contention that “suffering is what makes us ethical or at
least helps create the potential for ethics,” that suffering has the poten-
tial to transform the human subject and cause one to hope. At one and
the same time, Ethics and Suffering since the Holocaust is both a philo-
sophical ethics and a philosophy of Judaism.

After a quick sketch and critique of modern enlightenment philos-
ophy, the three main chapters of Anderson’s study are devoted, first, to
Levinas, representing philosophy, then to Wiesel, representing litera-
ture, and then to Rubenstein, representing the critical questioning of
ethical projects. Judaism is the connecting thread that runs throughout
these three chapters.

Anderson begins her study with Levinas in order to ground ethics
as a transcendental philosophical project. What are the conditions of
possible ethical rules and concrete actions that make ethics necessary,
not merely possible? These turn out to be, following Bettina Bergo,
precognitive and affective. A phenomenological figure, the subject
stands at bay, struck and stripped, trapped into an awful immanence.
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From the side of Judaism, Levinas gives us a Jewishness bound up with
exposure, persecution, passion, and submission. While placing Levinas
in the historical moment of post-Holocaust Jewish thought and philos-
ophy, the placing of Levinas at the starting point of this study provides
the building block upon which to construct an ethics based on the twin
columns of Judaism and the phenomenon of human suffering.

If Levinas functions as a tool with which to ground an ethics of
suffering on precognitive, affective phenomenological structures of raw
human exposure, literature comes in to provide the voice to human
suffering that only language can provide. The stakes of Anderson’s
project are thus raised. The passive, Levinasian phenomenological sub-
ject no longer takes the privileged position in this ethics of suffering.
Moving with and out from the kind of pure phenomenology repre-
sented by Levinasian philosophy, literature is constituted ethically as
action, as an “act of conscience,” investing words with nothing less than
the power to kill or to prevent killing. Ethical privilege now extends to
the voice of the victim and to listening to the voice of the victim. The
ethical subject is charged with moral demand, and moral value is now
attributed to the act of suffering and to the one who bears it. The
suffering person possesses “moral authority” and “metaphysical
power.” The suffering person is nothing less than God’s messenger
to humanity, and the particular form of Judaism has a self-defining
moral mission that revolves around universal ethics.

In Anderson’s study, Rubenstein’s reflections on ethics, nature,
and history are introduced as antithetical to those of Levinas and
Wiesel. As much as Anderson herself stands in opposition to
Rubenstein, he is, for all that, important to Anderson’s study insofar
as he is the figure who provides both a check and final confirmation to
an ethics of suffering. On the one hand, Rubenstein famously rejected
all of those things upon which an ethics of suffering and classical
Judaism would seem to require, as Anderson understands them both.
Opposed to the idea of mission and prophetic morality, this bleak phil-
osophical anthropology is situated in a natural world not even poten-
tially ethical. Morality is not inherent or reliable, especially during
moments of historical crisis. On the other hand, Anderson is quick to
counter that there are ethical reasons behind Rubenstein’s decision to
abandon theistic model of theological thinking. Whether or not
Rubenstein resonated with other Jews of his time could be argued
this way or that. Of more critical import is how Anderson ends the
chapter on Rubenstein with a passage from The Age of Triage where
Rubenstein reflects upon the capacity of people to care for each other
across social divides.

Along the edges of Anderson study, are critical questions raised by
her about her own project.
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The first critical question is the question concerning the impact of
the Holocaust on ethical problems versus more quotidian forms of
human existence and ethical thinking. An argument made by her at
two critical junctures (one toward the end of the chapter on Wiesel and
then again in the chapter on Rubenstein) is whether or not the
Holocaust overwhelms thinking about ordinary ethical problems whose
scope is non-monumental and non-catastrophic. Why establish ethics
on the basis of suffering if not every ethical problem involves suffering
per se, and not every form of suffering rises to the high bar set by the
crushing experience of catastrophic social suffering? Anderson raises
this question without, however, fully addressing it. The other side to
this question is whether an ethics of suffering puts too extreme a bur-
den on survivors of catastrophic suffering. This is my own question, not
Anderson’s. Unanswered is the question about the subject. Who is the
subject of an ethics of suffering? Is the subject of an ethics of suffering
the person who actually suffers and whose suffering counts? Is it my
own actual suffering that I actually suffer that activates my own ethical
subjectivity? Or is the ethical subject the one who observes and then
acts upon the obligation to respond to the suffering of another person?
Is an ethics of suffering the response of the ethical subject who acts as a
third party to the suffering of another person? Anderson quotes Wiesel
but then drops a point about the fatigue and frustration felt by survi-
vors. What goes unasked is whether it is even ethical to demand that
victims act ethically. Also unasked is if it is indeed ethical for non-
survivors to base “our” ethics and “our” struggle to find the right lan-
guage on the lacerated back of “their” suffering. An ethics of suffering
is dogged both by the problem of the gaze (“me” looking at “them”)
and the theodicy problem (“me” making meaning out of “their” suffer-
ing) that one finds in the very notion that “their” suffering might trans-
form “me” and make “me” more hopeful as a moral actor in the world.

About Judaism, this study will raise another set of critical questions
having to do with Judaism, post-Holocaust Judaism, and quotidianism.
The focus of Anderson’s attention to her object (ethics, suffering, and
the Holocaust) threatens to turn Judaism into being something (both a
subject position and an object) that is lachrymose to the point of utter
dreariness. In her reading of Levinas and Wiesel especially, Anderson
shows how Judaism is reduced to ethical mission, light unto the nations,
passion, martyrdom, and mending the world. Is this even meaningful?
One might argue against her that Anderson has confused “election”
with and ethical “mission.” It might be further argued that, in tradi-
tional Judaism, election represents God’s special love for and special
attention to Israel, whereas mission as picked up in the modern liberal
Jewish tradition is a more cosmopolitan orientation. In none of this
presentation is a critical place found for a quotidian Judaism concerned
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with the small and larger details of ordinary life. Again, catastrophic
suffering swamps its object, the object here being Judaism. In this case,
it could be further argued that it is davka the theology of Richard
Rubenstein, rooted as it is in community and ritual, that stands out
as a more felicitous and even classical alternative to the post-
Holocaust models of cruciform Judaism and Jewishness advanced by
Levinas and Wiesel.

The bottom line of the question is whether or not catastrophic
suffering carries any larger ethical import. After a long reading of
Lawrence Langer, a theorist who did everything to contest the idea
that Holocaust testimonies lend themselves to the language of repair
and redemption, Anderson concludes against Langer that suffering has
“meaning,” or at least points to “a larger reality” as opposed to being
simply brute. But when looked at closely, all that the Holocaust
“proves” is the moral bankruptcy of the west and the universality of
human suffering for which “moral action” is the “best response.” Will
this be the realization that necessarily makes “me” a more ethical sub-
ject? Anderson is caught between the horns of a dilemma. On the one
hand, she wants to affirm this basic proposition that suffering makes
“me” more empathetic. On the other hand, she astutely recognizes that
ethical transformation is only potential. Already in the discussion of
Levinas relatively early in the book, we see that the suffering of the
other activates this potential in me for ethical action, without doing so
of necessity.

To restate the question, does suffering make “us” more ethical or
does it do so only potentially? Anderson seems to want to believe in the
former proposition and wants to stake philosophy, literature, and
Judaism in that faith position. But there is so much in Anderson’s
own critical analysis to underscore the precarious quality by which we
ground ethics as a faith position in our confrontation with suffering.
This statement of faith and hope threads throughout the entirety of the
book and then is brought together in the conclusion. Its belief is that
suffering is that which binds human beings with each other and with
God, that suffering is “the most powerful common denominator in all
of creation,” that Jews are vehicles for the salvation of humanity, that
Holocaust survivors are uniquely positioned to “fulfill” this “duty.”
There is the final belief or hope that the “neighbor” in Judaism will
one day embrace all of humanity, and maybe even all animal life. As a
faith proposition, each single item and their combination into a whole
is a tough sell.

The final tension that marks Anderson’s project is the tension be-
tween abstract, universalizing, monumental faith claims versus a sim-
pler, conceptual frame-understanding. What brings Anderson’s ethical
project down to earth is the opening and final appeals in her study not
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to the value of suffering as such, but to the more common and quotid-
ian “value of human emotion” and pre-intellectual affects, and maybe,
on that recognition, onto the “regenerative” power of dialogue. Edged
up close to the precipice of death, Anderson’s study recommends itself
as an ethics of life, full of tension in its attention to suffering under-
stood as constituting the cardinal ethical good, a staple of Jewish reli-
gious thought, and as a moral goad to western philosophy.
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